Facts and Figures

Allocated Time
- 5.2 FTE
- Split on 14 NREN + DANTE

Task 4 Goals
- Security Expertise Delivery – GEANT3
- Multi-Domain Security – CERTS

Status
- Business Cases
- Meeting in Zurich 17th -18th June
Security Expertise Delivery (SED)

- Provide security expertise and enhancements for the development of multi-domain services
- Deploy an on-request Security Consultancy Service for GN3 components oriented to GN3 activities where there are security aspects involved
Multi-Domain Security (MDS)

- Define the requirements for multi-domain operational security and co-ordinate rollout for the necessary enabling tools and procedures.
- Define and test security processes for detection of and reaction to multi-domain security incidents, including inter-domain communication procedures.
Questions?

Early Stages – Feedback – Discussions – All Welcome

Thank-You!

wayne.routly@dante.net